DEVICE CONNECTION CABLE TYPE: H3

PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

4-band Coaxial Plug
(e.g. Ottobock 9E169 or similar)

CONNECTION:
Coapt cable connection marked 
‘Close/Digital’ must plug into 
this side ‘2’ of Coaxial Plug

CONNECTION:
Power/battery cable (not supplied by Coapt) must plug into ‘1’ of Coaxial Plug

CONNECTION:
Coapt cable connection marked 
‘Open/Digital’ must plug into 
this side ‘2’ of Coaxial Plug

SOFTWARE SETTINGS

OTTOBOCK BEBIONIC DIGITAL SETTINGS:
For digital Ottobock bebionic hand operation via Coapt, the Ottobock bebionic hand should be kept in its default (out-of-the-box) settings state for proper operation.